
Eternal One, Silence from whom our words come; Questioner from whom  

our questions arise; Lover of whom all our loves are hints; Disturber in whom 

alone we find rest; Mystery in whose depths we find healing and ourselves; enfold 

us now in your presence; restore to us your peace; renew us through your power; 

and ground us in your grace.  Amen. 

   

Lostness is the issue we get to look at today in the reading from Luke.    

The message seems to be that until we know we are lost,  

we can’t be found by God.   

It’s actually kind of a challenge just to get lost these days.  

We who are so “found” with GPS on our mobile phones  

and our cars with Onstar navigation systems  

are never more than just a beep or a call away from help. 

   

My husband and I managed to get lost  

on a memorable trip soon after we got married.   

We set off one February on a Colorado Mountain Club trip over Pearl Pass.   

The plan was to make our way on skis from Crested Butte to Aspen,  

which required spending the night in a hut along the way.   

It is quite a strenuous trip in the best of weather but as we neared the top,  

the clouds and snow descended, and we could hardly see the person in front of us.  

The threat of an avalanche hung over the whole group  

and I remember setting each ski down with a terrible feeling  

that that one step would cause the whole side of the mountain to slide.   

We managed to get over the pass  

but then we got hopelessly lost on the other side of the divide.   

As it began to get dark, the leader directed us to stop and set up tents  

which we had brought with us and to prepare to spend the night where we were.  

Floundering around in deep snow, trying to set up a tent and stove was exhausting 

and I, who tend to worry, was sure we would never survive the night.   

My husband Leo and my brother-in-law Sam,  

who had recklessly flown out from Philadelphia to join us in this adventure,  

spent much of the night reassuring me and keeping me going.   

I was the high-maintenance member of the group!   

In the morning, of course, the sun was shining, the sky was blue  

and we waded through the snow and ended up on the road to Ashcroft – 

Civilization!  Buildings, fires, food, bathrooms – heaven.   

All the terrors of the night vanished as we drank hot tea  

and loaded our gear onto waiting trucks.   

The following winter another group going over that same pass  



was caught in an avalanche and several members of their group died  

so my fears weren’t ridiculous and of course,  

I couldn’t wait to point that out to my husband.   

 

Maybe there are some adventurous souls who enjoy being lost  

but I am not one of them.   

BBT in her book, An Altar in the World,  

includes a whole chapter on getting lost.   

She recommends it as a spiritual practice!  

She writes: “You can get lost on your way home.   

You can get lost looking for love.  You can get lost looking for God.   

However it happens, take heart.   

Others before you have found a way in the wilderness,  

where there are as many angels as there are wild beasts,  

and plenty of other lost people too.   

All it takes is for one of them to find you.   

All it takes is for you to find one of them.”    

On the Pearl Pass trip, I hated not being able to look at a topo map,  

not being able to pinpoint exactly which drainage we were in.   

I, who always considered myself tough and in good shape,  

hated having to depend on other people to get me through the night.   

I hated not being able to know what would happen the next day -  

would we continue to be stranded, would we find our way,  

would we have to battle an avalanche, would we survive –  

all those unknown swirling around my head.  No certainty, no control – AARRGG. 

I’m not very good at being lost.  I wish I were better.   

I wish I were better so that God could have an easier job of finding me.   

 

So what does Jesus say about lostness?  He says it’s a good thing.   

The story in Luke begins with the sentence,  

“Now all the tax collectors and sinners were coming near to listen to Jesus.”   

Why did they listen to him?   

The tax collectors and sinners hung on Jesus’ every word  

because they had no other real hope.   

Their jobs, their position in society offered them nothing but rejection  

and so they were ready to hear Jesus’ words.   

Maybe it was partly the novelty of hearing someone defend them  

instead of condemning them.   

He had become their champion but they weren’t exactly sure why.   

They wanted to find out more.   



They wouldn’t have said they were lost exactly  

but maybe lonely or confused or maybe desperate.   

But there was nothing to get in the way of their hearing what Jesus had to say. 

 

Now the interesting thing is that it wasn’t just the tax collectors and sinners  

who were listening to Jesus.   

They were the ones who probably got right up close to him, crowding in.   

There were scribes and Pharisees who were listening too  

but I imagine them on the outside, maybe pretending not to listen,  

maybe examining their nails or adjusting their robes so as to appear disinterested.  

They were muttering on the outside,  

scandalized by Jesus’ deliberate and public acceptance of the unacceptable.   

I’m afraid I might have been with the muttering group myself,  

not robed, but collared, and wondering why the street corner beggars  

and unshaven drunks got preferential treatment.   

It seems, in looking at this story, as if the 2 groups  

(tax collectors/sinners v scribes/Pharisees)  

weren’t exactly enemies but had nothing in common,  

like stone age men encountering some stock brokers from New York.   

Scholars argue about who the “them” is Jesus is speaking to   

but it seems clear that he is addressing both groups because in fact,  

they did have something in common.  They were all lost.   

The Pharisees and the scribes just didn’t know it.   

And since they didn’t know they were lost, they didn’t want to be found.  

 

Jesus tells 2 stories – one about a lost sheep and one about a lost coin.   

There is the shepherd in the first story who leaves his flock  

to go find the one lost sheep.   

What are we supposed to take away from this story?   

Are we supposed to look to Jesus for advice on how to manage our flocks?   

I hope not because anyone who has ever cared for a flock of any kind,  

much less sheep, knows that leaving a flock untended to go find one sheep  

will probably result in not one but 99 lost sheep.   

But practical considerations aside, the one lost sheep is found.   

Then we have a woman who sweeps and sweeps  

until she finds the one coin she has lost.   

 

Jesus talks about repentance in this story, but the fact is  

the coin and the hapless sheep didn’t repent at all.  They just got lost.   

Maybe the sheep just nibbles its way to being lost, one tuft of grass at a time,  



until it finally looked up and realized it had no idea where it was.   

The sheep and the coin didn’t come to some existential moment of remorse  

and turn away from what they were doing.   

They just got lost.   But by getting lost, they got to be found.   

“I once was lost but now I’m found.”   

So much of what the church teaches is that we must first repent,  

we must first say we are sorry and then and only then will we be right with God.  

The funny thing about these stories is that the rejoicing in heaven  

isn’t over the fact that the coin and sheep were repentant  

or had changed their ways, but over the fact that the coin and the sheep  

were found. I’ll bet that darned sheep wandered away again soon after. 

 

These stories put a different light on our understanding of repentance. 

“Confession is not so much the admission of a mistake  

but more the admission that we are dead in our sinfulness –  

that we have no power of ourselves either to save ourselves  

or to convince anyone else that we are worth saving.   

It is the recognition that our whole life is finally and forever out of our hands… 

that our life is entirely the gift of some gracious other.”   (The Parables of Grace, Capon)   

 

We can’t be found by God until we know that we are lost.   

And I mean totally lost, no idea where we are.   

And that is not easy to accept.   

What, me lost?!  You must be kidding.   

I know exactly who I am and where I’m headed.   

Except that deep down we don’t know those things.   

If we can come to the place where we can admit that we are lost,  

if we can see that our life is really not in our hands at all but in God’s hands,  

then we have the freedom and space to move with God.   

It’s almost as if God is our dancing partner waiting for us  

with his arms positioned just so.   

And we, if we look around and realize that God is the only real partner out there, 

will position our arms just so and begin a dance  

that goes to a melody we have always known  

with steps that we have never studied.   

Our life is only a gift, that is all and everything it is.   

It is God who made that gift, all of it,  

from the tissue paper inside to the bow on top.   

Knowing it is all gift, then we can live as hopeful, maybe even joyous beings,  

who know that all they are and have and will be are from God.  



      
 


